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INTRODUCTION

You never forget.
Remember the first time you slipped behind the wheel of your
Continental? The calming oasis of the cabin. Running your hands
over every beautifully crafted surface. The thrill of putting your
foot down on the open road. It’s a sensation not soon forgotten.
Fortunately, thanks to our extensive range of accessories for
Continental models, you can add to this experience further.

Made by individuals, for individuals.

After all, any opportunity to relive that first glorious moment is
one to savour.
Across the following pages you’ll find a host of accessories that
heighten the opportunity to relive that first glorious moment,
while expressing your personal taste to an even higher degree.
Each of these additions has been crafted with the same fastidious
dedication and attention to detail as was bestowed upon your
car. As a Bentley owner we know you wouldn’t accept anything
less, nor risk missing the opportunity to further personalise a car
already unlike any other.
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INTRODUCTION

The unbroken line.
All the accessories featured on these pages are designed to
bring even greater enjoyment to owning your Continental, many
having been designed, fashioned and handcrafted by the same
people who realised your vehicle originally. After all, who better
to apply their skills to the bespoke child seat or hide steering
wheel featured, than the very same craftsperson who stitched
your original driver’s seat.
Exterior body enhancements for example, are all designed at our
Crewe factory, by the same team, from the same materials as
your original specification. While other items may be available
elsewhere, it is a chance you needn’t take. It goes without saying
all the items listed are subject to a full Bentley warranty as
well as Bentley’s rigorous testing procedures. Because, when it
comes to protecting that which you cherish most, some habits
should never be broken.
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Exterior Accessories
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EX TERIOR

Not reinvented, just perfected.
The wheels on a Continental are as fundamental to the Bentley
motoring experience as the power train or luxurious seats. They
are the epitome of form fused with function, able to withstand
the immense power and torque that is instantly available.
Furthermore, they are a fitting accompaniment to the fluid lines
and stately presence of the vehicle’s exterior. It’s long been held
true by those impassioned designers at Crewe that “a wheel has
to be in perfect harmony with the shape of the vehicle, as it
will have a major impact on perception”. Wise words all round
it has to be said. Of course, that’s not to say there isn’t room
for change. The range of alloy wheels available brings you the
opportunity to personalise the exterior of your Continental to
20'' 13-SPOKE SPEED ALLOY WHEEL
(Shown in silver finish, also available in dark chrome finish)

20'' 14-SPOKE DIAMOND ALLOY WHEEL
(Shown in painted finish, also available in polished finish)
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stunning effect.

EX TERIOR

19'' 9 -SPOKE 2-PIECE ALLOY WHEEL
(Available in painted finish)

20'' 10 -SPOKE ALLOY WHEEL
(Shown in smoked steel finish, also available
in silver painted finish and dark tint finish)

19'' 5-SPOKE ALLOY WHEEL

19'' 7-SPOKE ALLOY WHEEL

(Available in painted finish)

20'' 7-SPOKE ALLOY WHEEL

(Available in painted finish)

(Shown in painted finish,
also available in polished finish)

19'' 8 -SPOKE ALLOY WHEEL
(Available in painted finish)

20 '' 7-SPOKE ALLOY WHEEL

19'' 9 -SPOKE ALLOY WHEEL

(Available in painted finish)

(Available in painted finish)

19'' 5-SPOKE ALLOY WHEEL
(Available in painted finish)
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Badge of honour.
While there are many unmistakable characteristics that define a
Bentley, few are as readily visible as the iconic Bentley ‘B’. With
this in mind, the following accessories provide the perfect
opportunity to further heighten your vehicle’s iconic status.
The eye-catching hexagonal Branded Valve Caps are an ideal gift
for owners who wish to add an exclusive touch right down to
the smallest detail. The set includes five valve caps, beautifully
presented in an attractive gift box.
The Jewel Fuel Filler Cap is a very different, but equally distinctive
means of personalising your Bentley. As a gleaming example of an
exterior feature, its charms are entirely hidden, revealed only when
refuelling to the quiet satisfaction of those performing the task.
Bentley designers pride themselves on leaving nothing in the
balance when it comes to attaining perfection. Hardly surprising
then that upon discovering that the Bentley ‘B’ wasn’t always
upright on the wheel when moving or stationary they created the
Self-Levelling Wheel Badge. Available as a set of four, the SelfLevelling Wheel Badges are presented in a beautifully branded box.
BR ANDED VALVE CAPS
JEWEL FUEL FILLER CAP
SELF-LEVELLING WHEEL BADGES

Refined sporting prowess.
Chrome Bumper Grilles are a gleaming adaptation of the iconic
Bentley matrix grille that intensifies your Continental’s presence.
Designed by the same impassioned Styling Team responsible for
the exterior design of the iconic Continental Series, the grilles
subtly augment the vehicle’s classic Bentley proportions while
adding a distinguished and personal touch.
CHROME BUMPER GRILLES
(Continental Flying Spur shown. Available for 2008 Model Year onwards)
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EX TERIOR

A change in expression.
These two accessories have a distinctive dark smoked finish
and give a powerful and sportier feel to the exterior of the car.
The effect is as stylish as it is striking, and adds even greater
personalisation to a car already like no other. The functional
Carbon Fibre Rear Spoiler (Continental GT only) is handcrafted
from book-matched carbon fibre to give the exterior of your
Continental a sportier look. Set behind the flowing curve of
the front wheel arches, the Vented Wings are inset with a
smoked steel finish mesh. Statements of intent are rarely
clearer. Furthermore, every enhancement has been designed
with meticulous care by the same team who designed the car
originally. After all, some things are best left unchanged.
C A RB O N F I BRE RE A R SP O I LER (Continental GT only)
VENTED W I N G S
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Interior Accessories
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INTERIOR

Enjoy the great indoors.
With technology moving at a speed comparable to that of your
Continental, it’s only natural that an integrated connector for the
latest multimedia devices including iPhone® and iPod® is also now
available. For those who prefer their tunes to be more physical, a
6-disc CD Changer can be fitted in the glove box. Elsewhere, the
intelligent Bluetooth® rSAP Telephone System creates a secure
wireless link with the mobile phone to ensure you’re never out
of touch when you’re out on the open road. For the additional
convenience of your companions, an extra cradle can also be
installed in the rear for a Privacy Telephone Handset. This useful
feature provides dedicated stowage and charging so the wireless
handset can be used in both the front and back of your Continental.
BLUETOOTH ® rSAP TELEPHONE SYSTEM
PERSONAL MUSIC INTEGR ATION KIT
ADDITIONAL CR ADLE TO REAR FOR PRIVACY TELEPHONE
(Continental Flying Spur only)
6 -DISC CD CHANGER
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INTERIOR

Firmly in control of luxury.
For many, the sensation of being behind the wheel of a Bentley
is reward enough. Our designers at Crewe, however, would
politely argue otherwise. They would point towards the subtle
touches of refinement available that further enhance the driving
experience. Those impeccably designed accessories that evoke
glorious memories of sporting feats from yesteryear, yet deliver
a sensation befitting a modern-day masterpiece. Take the Sports
Gear Lever for example. The moment you first lay hands on the
signature-knurled surface, you’re transported back to the early
days at Le Mans when drivers required additional grip on their
rain-soaked dashboard levers to ensure victory. Then there’s the
beautifully crafted Drilled Alloy Sports Foot Pedals, which conjure
further thoughts of racing victories every time you put your foot
down. Should you seek an alternative step-up in luxury, pedals
featuring the Bentley ‘B’ provide a second distinctively unique
option. A final touch of luxury comes courtesy of the driver’s side
Footrest. This non-slip pad, edged in stainless steel, is positioned
at a perfect angle in the driver’s footwell to offer a comfortable
resting place for the motorist’s foot.
SPORTS GEAR LEVER
DRILLED ALLOY SPORTS FOOT PEDALS
‘B’ PEDALS
FOOTREST
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INTERIOR

A touch more refined.
Smooth, tactile wood or soft, sumptuous hide. Single tone or
two tone. 3-spoke or 4-spoke, even heated. Whatever your
preference, with Bentley’s wide choice of steering wheel options
the answer is always at hand. Naturally, there is no case of
style over substance. Steering wheels also feature controls for
cruise control, telephone, trip computer, driver information panel
and volume, all handcrafted in time-honoured Bentley tradition
exclusively for you.
3-SPOKE STEERING WHEEL (Available for 2008 Model Year onwards)
4-SPOKE STEERING WHEEL
(Both available trimmed in: Single Tone Hide, Two Tone Hide and Wood & Hide.
Heated rim also available)

W.O. at the wheel of his 1922 3-litre TT car
accompanied by riding mechanic Leslie Pennal.
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Surround yourself with natural
beauty.
Available in six finishes, Veneered Door Panels enhance the
natural ambience of your interior surroundings. Their addition
provides a continuation of the natural warmth of the veneered
front console. And such is our fastidious attention to detail,
whichever grain you choose can be traced back to an individual
tree. Intricate mirror-matching techniques are used to fashion
a perfect, symmetrical pattern, then finished with a UV stabiliser
to protect the rich colours from bleaching. Naturally, the end result
is one you’ll savour for many years to come.
DOOR PANEL INSERTS
BIRDS EYE MAPLE
OLIVE ASH
BURR WALNUT
MADRONA
DARK STAINED BURR WALNUT
PIANO BL ACK

INTERIOR

Relax. We’ve thought of
everything.
It takes something rather special to elevate the comfort levels of
a Continental. No surprise then that a great deal of time and effort,
not to mention the finest materials, have been lavished on the
following accessories. Should you own a Continental Flying Spur,
you can take relaxation to an even greater height by opting for
the integrated picnic tables with built-in vanity mirror. Finished in
exquisite, handcrafted veneer with a gleaming polished surface,
they provide a surface for rear passengers to set down drinks and
other items. After all, where better to unwind, whether stationary
or on the move, than in a luxurious Bentley with everything to
hand. The Bentley Relaxation Pack includes two Bentley branded
hide scatter cushions, individually trimmed to match the main hide
colour of your interior, and two individual foot wedges, designed
to support your passengers’ feet at their most comfortable
elevation. Each foot wedge is upholstered in luxurious, deep pile
carpet to match the existing floor covering.
PICNIC TABLE WITH BUILT-IN VANIT Y MIRROR
(Only available for Continental Flying Spur)
REL A X ATION PACK
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Now you’re sitting comfortably.

A further step up in luxury.

For those seeking the ultimate cabin comfort. Our Deep

Stepping into your Continental is entering a world of

Pile Overmats are made from high-quality woven pile for

sumptuous comfort. But at Bentley we always strive to go

a luxurious and durable finish. The Lambswool Rugs are

that bit further, which is why we developed these eye-catching

designed to fit perfectly in the footwells of your Continental

and luxurious additions. We offer two variants on the standard

adding their natural qualities of warmth and cushioning.

Treadplate; Personalised Treadplates can be specified with, for

Rugs and Overmats are available as sets of two or four

example, your choice of name, model or registration, which

in a range of colours to complement your vehicle’s interior.

is then crafted into a design which echoes the iconic Bentley

DEEP PILE OVERMATS (Sets of two or four, in a choice of colours)
L AMBSWOOL RUGS (Sets of two or four, in a choice of colours)

Matrix Grille. Illuminated Treadplates bear the Bentley name
which light up when the door is opened to cast a delicate glow
whenever you enter or exit the cabin.
PERSONALISED TREADPL ATES
ILLUMINATED TREADPL ATES (Continental GT and GTC only)

Essential Accessories
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Driving is a contact sport.
In extreme weather conditions, maximum contact with the
road is essential for your safety. And because we think nothing
should stop you enjoying your Bentley we offer a range of
Winter Accessories to keep you on the road. After all, a drop in
temperature shouldn’t mean a drop in performance.
The Autosock® is an ingenious temporary measure that provides
extra grip and stability in icy conditions, while for more sustained
traction three styles of Snow Chains are available. Good
maintenance will keep your tyres at peak performance, whatever
the weather, which is why the Digital Tyre Pressure Gauge is an
essential piece of glove box equipment. It provides easy-to-use,
easy-to-read pressure information accurate to plus or minus one
PSI. Finally, Bentley Tyre Cradles are available if storing your car
from the short to the mid term. Made from a unique polymer
that cushions tyres when stationary, the Tyre Cradles can help to
prevent flat spots from forming which can reduce the efficiency
and overall performance of tyres.
AUTOSOCK ®

SNOW CHAINS ST YLE 1

SNOW CHAINS ST YLE 2

SPIKES-SPIDER TM SNOW CHAINS

DIGITAL T YRE PRESSURE GAUGE

T YRE CR ADLE

ESSENTIALS

A shining example.
It may not be the first word that springs to mind when considering
Bentley, but it’s an essential one regardless – functionality. It’s
this core principle that lies at the heart of this collection of
bright ideas, each a perfect example of clever design meeting its
requirements in style. The Bentley Jewelled Torch is certainly a
gleaming example. Featuring hallmark knurling on its collar and
a Bentley ‘B’ etched on its lens, there is no more stylish way to
light your path. Easily charged in the cigar lighter, it can be neatly
stowed but ready to go when needed.
The Compact Bulb Kit is a legal requirement when travelling in
most European countries and contains an essential selection of
replacement bulbs and fuses in a protective Bentley branded box.
Consisting of three studs that emit high visibility flashing lights
when placed on the ground, the Hazard and Emergency Warning
Light Set offers an invaluable warning system to alert oncoming
traffic of your presence in the road. A Bentley branded compact
Battery Charger is also available that can fully charge a discharged
battery, ensuring you’re never left without the luxury of power.
Finally, and arguably the brightest idea of all, is ensuring that you
have a First Aid Kit always at hand, so be sure to pick up the
Bentley branded kit.
BENTLEY JEWELLED TORCH
COMPACT BULB KIT
HA Z ARD AND EMERGENCY WARNING LIGHT SET
BAT TERY CHARGER
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Come rain or shine.
Naturally, whatever the weather holds in store you want to be
able to enjoy your Bentley Continental to its fullest. The
following two accessories have been created with this very
Bentley principle in mind. The Bentley Cooler Bag is an
essential travelling companion on long journeys or luxurious
picnics. With thermo-electric control to keep food and drink
warm or cool at precisely the right temperature, your
refreshments will arrive as fresh as you and your passengers.
Its sturdy waterproof internal case provides vertical space for
two one litre bottles and a total capacity of 14 litres, while the
outer is fashioned from Oxford Nylon to provide a stylish and
durable finish.
When the heavens are being less than kind and send a little
rain your way, it’s good to know that shelter can be found
within arm’s reach. Integrated into the underside of the
luggage compartment lid, the Umbrella Stowage provides
secure storage for two telescopic umbrellas.
COOLER BAG
UMBRELL A STOWAGE (Umbrellas available separately)

Looking out for what goes in.
Everyday practicality in a supercar – look no further than the
Continental’s luggage compartment to see this very Bentley
principle in action. Luggage Compartment Fixing Straps are
available for the left and right sides of the compartment to
secure luggage for its safe transit. The straps can also be used to
stow the Autoglym™ Car Care Kit and Cooler Bag. When loading
and unloading luggage, particularly heavy equipment, the Heavy
Duty Luggage Compartment and Bumper Protector features a
fold-out section that is ideal for protecting your vehicle’s
paintwork. When it comes to protecting the floor you have a
number of options. The Luggage Compartment Overmat is a
durable covering that fits perfectly into the luggage compartment
and is available in Beluga. If you want to protect and cushion
your cargo in the most luxurious fashion then opt for the
Lambswool Rug for Luggage Compartment. Made from the very
softest Lambswool it provides natural cushioning for the
compartment’s contents. A final example of everyday practicality
comes courtesy of the Powerboot Opener, which automatically
opens and closes the lid of the luggage compartment. The opener
operates by using the existing switch in the driver’s door, or an
integrated button in the key and luggage compartment. Proof
that sometimes a hands-off approach to luxury is required.
LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT FIXING STR APS
(Continental GT and Continental Flying Spur only)
HEAV Y DUT Y LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT AND BUMPER PROTECTOR
(Continental GT and Continental Flying Spur only)
LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT OVERMAT
L AMBSWOOL RUG FOR LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT
(Continental GT only)
POWERBOOT OPENER (Not shown)
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Care and care a lot.

If a job’s worth doing.

Bentley Outdoor and Indoor Car Covers are model-specific and

For the day-to-day care of your Continental, the Autoglym™

custom-stitched to the unique contours of your Continental.

Car Care Kit is available. Developed exclusively for Bentley, the

Each can be personalised with, as you prefer, model name, your

kit comprises a comprehensive range of cleaning and protection

name, your Continental’s chassis number or registration number

products to maintain the original finishes of your vehicle, whilst

embroidered at sill level. Outdoor covers are designed to protect

nourishing and protecting each individual surface. Autoglym™

your car’s paint finish and brightware from harsh exterior

High Definition Wax is also available to provide a high-gloss shine

elements such as extreme weather and pollution. Indoor Covers

and stunning professional finish to the exterior paintwork.

are an extra barrier to the damaging effects of moisture and

Touch-up Paints provide a simple and effective way to maintain

dust the vehicle can be subjected to even when stored inside.

the original paint finish of your vehicle. So should you be

Further protection comes courtesy of the All Weather Floor

unlucky enough to have to deal with small scratches or marks,

Mats which are designed to provide excellent grip, even when

these specially formulated paints will cover them quickly and

wet. Each features raised edges and diamond-cut facets to

conveniently with a lasting finish.

protect the original floor carpeting from dirt, mud, sand and

It all goes towards preserving your Bentley’s good looks, not to

snow. A set of protective polymer Mud Flaps is also available to

mention its current and future value.

protect paintwork from dirt and chipping damage.
AUTOGLYM ™ CAR CARE KIT
INDOOR AND OUTDOOR CAR COVERS

AUTOGLYM ™ HIGH DEFINITION WA X

(Shown in black and silver. Also available with personalised embroidery)

TOUCH-UP PAINTS

ALL WEATHER FLOOR MATS
MUD FL APS
(Continental GT only)
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